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1. Summary
Like for the rest of the world, 2020 was an unprecedented year for Revelstoke Bear
Aware Society. With the COVID-19 pandemic hitting in March, our program had to
make changes to continue to be able to offer education to help keep bears wild and
our community safe. An active bear year commenced with 260 reports concerning
black bears made to Revelstoke Bear Aware and the Conservation Officer service.
The Conservation Officer Service destroyed 7 black bears in 2020. There were 9
incidents where bears broke into houses and destroyed property and 4 instances
where a bear walked into a business. The first reported bear sighting in 2020 was on
April 17 and the last reported bear sighting was on December 17, 2020.
Garbage continues to be the number one attractant for bears in Revelstoke with 63%
of bear sightings being associated with garbage as an attractant. All of the destroyed
bears were killed as a result of becoming conditioned to eating garbage. This year
Revelstoke Bear Aware continued a cost share program to remove barriers for
residents looking to purchase a bear resistant storage bin. Bear resistant storage bins
were offered at Revelstoke Home Hardware with a $300 discount funded by
Revelstoke Bear Aware. This program was very well received.
Unmanaged fruit trees were another common attractant for bears in Revelstoke. Our
Gleaning Project was extremely active this year and we gleaned a record amount of
trees. In 2020 people were encouraged to pick their own trees and donate their fruit to
the project as it was difficult to keep up with demand. Revelstoke Bear Aware
harvested 1970 lbs of fruit, of which 450 lbs were donated to the Food Bank as either
fresh or preserved fruit. The new Fruit Share website (www.revelstokefruitshare.com)
saw 350 people come together to chat and share their trees. The coordinator-led
Gleaning Program will be reserved for people who are unable to pick their own trees
where the Fruit Share Program will be available for those who are able to pick their
own fruit but would like to instead share their fruit with the community.
Due to the pandemic, Revelstoke Bear Aware attended only 3 farmers markets.
A different approach was taken for the door-to-door
campaigns. Door-to-door campaigns were launched throughout the entire year. As inperson contacts were not possible, sanitized information and pamphlets were left at
door steps and mail slots throughout the community as we followed high bear activity
areas.
2020 also saw a change in the garbage tagging campaigns. From June to October,
volunteers place information stickers on household garbage cans that placed at the
curb on the night before scheduled municipal garbage pickups. This program had
positive results, with less garbage being available to bears.
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The Revelstoke Bear Aware social media channels generated over 188,902 post
views for the season. Numerous posts regarding attractant management and the
Gleaning Project were made to the Stoke List and Revelstoke Community Facebook
pages.
Bear in Area lawn signs were deployed in areas where bears had been reported.
Feedback continues to suggest that the signs are very effective at raising awareness
and reminding people to secure attractants. Signs were deployed 95 times during
the season, for an average of around 5 days at a time giving a total of 475 sign/days
in 2020. In addition, signs were loaned to several campgrounds and resorts so that
staff could deploy signs when bears were seen in their area.
It would not have been possible to deliver the Revelstoke Bear Aware program to so
many members of the community without the support from volunteers. This year 44
volunteers gave a total of 160 volunteer hours to Revelstoke Bear Aware.
Included in this report are recommendations for 2021 on page 20.
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2. About Revelstoke Bear Aware Society
Purpose of the Society
The purpose of Revelstoke Bear Aware Society is to reduce bear/human conflict in and
around the city of Revelstoke by:
•
•

Identifying and eliminating or reducing human related bear attractants;
Educating Revelstoke residents, visitors and businesses about:
o the importance of reducing bear attractants on their properties and in and
around the community;
o how to recognize bear attractants on their properties and within the
community; and,
o how to eliminate or reduce bear attractants for which they are responsible.

We achieve our purposes by operating a community education program, and by working
in partnership with other agencies including City of Revelstoke, Parks Canada,
Columbia Shuswap Regional District, the BC Conservation Officer Service, and other
Revelstoke-based initiatives. Collectively, these agencies are called the “Revelstoke
Bear Management Committee”. Revelstoke Bear Aware Society was founded in 2004,
because the Revelstoke Bear Management Committee recognized that a registered
non-profit society with charitable status would provide focus for the Committee, and
allow fundraising in support of keeping our community safe and our bears wild.
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Board of Directors for 2020
In addition to the Annual General Meeting, the Board of Directors met 6 times.
List of Directors:
Jackie Morris, President
Steve Kent, Vice-President
Siobhan O’Connor, Treasurer
Lisa Longinotto, Secretary
Liane Dorius, Director
Beverley Harding, Director
Community Coordinator in 2020
Our Community Coordinator is a part time contractor, who is
responsible for planning and carrying out our programming, working
with our partners as needed, and coordinating the functions of the
society. Maggie Spizzirri is our Community Coordinator. We owe
many thanks to Maggie for representing us so well in the
community, and we are glad of her ability to keep us all connected
virtually!

Gleaning Coordinator in 2020
Our Gleaning Coordinator is a part time contractor, who is carries
out gleaning days to remove fruit from trees where people are
unable to do so themselves. Ashton Pollard is our Gleaning
Coordinator. We owe many thanks to Ashton for organizing this
community initiative. Ashton also helps us out at special events and
by placing our Bear in Area signs.
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Supporters of Revelstoke Bear Aware in 2020
Revelstoke Bear Aware benefits from the large number of volunteer hours contributed
by Board of Directors and from representatives of agencies of the Revelstoke Bear
Committee. It would not have been possible to deliver the Revelstoke Bear Aware
message to so many members of the community without the support from volunteers.
Community volunteers contributed time to the Gleaning Project, helped with garbage
tagging and door-to-door visits. We estimate that in 2020 our volunteers contributed
182 hours.
The Revelstoke Bear Aware Society would like to express gratitude to the following
organizations for financial contributions made to Revelstoke Bear Aware in 2020:

Zuzanna Rhia Art
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Revelstoke Bear Aware would also like to express gratitude to the following individuals
and organizations for valuable in-kind support provided to the program:
•

Revelstoke Bear Aware board members: Jackie Morris, Steve Kent, Lisa
Longinotto, Liane Dorrius, Siobhan O’Connor and Beverley Harding;

•

Revelstoke Bear Aware agency advisors: Councillor Rhind (City of Revelstoke),
Alex Desjardins (Conservation Officer Service), and Tawnya Hewitt (Parks
Canada);

•

Parks Canada for providing advice and expertise and also assistance with printing
some of our materials;

•

Revelstoke Credit Union Insurance for offering their board room as a meeting
space.

•

EZ Rock Radio, the Revelstoke Review, and Revelstoke Mountaineer for their
continued support and promotion of the program;

•

The Local Foods Initiative, and the North Columbia Environmental Society for their
continued in-kind support;

•

Patti Larson of Community Connections Food Bank for their continued support of
the Gleaning Project;

•

Josh McLafferty of Monashee Distillery for their continued support of the Gleaning
Project;

•

Zuzaha Rhia for her continued support of the program;

•

Local volunteers, for fruit picking, bookkeeping, expert advice, and IT help;

•

School District 19 and the preschools of Revelstoke for inviting our program into
their classrooms;

•

Darren Komonoski, Caitlin Hinton, Steve Black, Teresa LeRose, Cindy Floyd, and
City staff for their support, help and input;

•

Visitor Information Centre staff and the Welcome Wagon;

•

Columbia Shuswap Regional District, in particular David Brooks-Hill, Director of
Area B, and Graham Casselman, from the Waste Reduction Operations
Management;

•

WildSafeBC, an independent bear awareness group with coordinators throughout
BC for their ideas, support, and hard work throughout the season;
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•

Previous Revelstoke Bear Aware Coordinators in Revelstoke: Karen Bennett,
Debby Robinson, Francis Maltby, Paula Couturier, Todd Arthurs, Steve Kent, Abby
Pond, Penny-Page Brittin, Janette Vickers and Sue Davies;

•

Concerned citizens of Revelstoke for their input, ideas, calls and emails of support
and reports of bear activity.
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3. Revelstoke Bear Aware activities in 2020
Personal contacts
Like many organizations, our 2020 educational program looked different this year. With
few to no in-person events taking place due to COVID-19 restrictions our coordinators
had to revise the event booth to ensure physical distancing and cleanliness standards
were met. Our coordinator safely attended 3 community Farmers Markets. Instead of inperson classroom presentations, a virtual presentation and resources (https://
revelstokebearaware.org/resources/) were provided for teachers to utilize. Revelstoke
Bear Aware also attended a public meeting and presented our 2020 bear hazard report
to the City Council.
Media contacts
Social Media
During the season our Facebook page gained more than 345 new “likes” with 1,711
people following our page. Our Instagram page gained 252 followers for a total of 926
followers. Our social media posts during 2020 generated over 188,902 post views for
the season. The fast growth of our social media pages, the number of times information
has been shared by other users, and the high speed of information dissemination
through this system makes Facebook and Instagram an excellent way to communicate
almost real-time information about bear activity and conflicts in Revelstoke. Visit and
follow our social media pages at: www.facebook.com/revelstokebearaware or https://
www.instagram.com/revelstokebearaware/.
Website
The Revelstoke Bear Aware website (www.revelstokebearaware.org) continues to
provide a strong informative resource for Revelstoke residents. There were 3,715
separate users who visited the Revelstoke Bear Aware website over the season, with
7,435 page views. The website provides information on how to manage specific bear
attractants as well as a link to the WildSafeBC Wildlife Alert Reporting Program (WARP)
map to provide the most up-to-date information generated from both the Conservation
Officer Service and Revelstoke Bear Aware.
Mass media
Revelstoke Bear Aware issued 1 press release in 2020. Local radio stations
interviewed the coordinator 5 times during the season.
In 2020, Revelstoke Bear Aware purchased print advertisements in the Revelstoke
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Leisure Guide - summer and fall editions, and the Revelstoke Times Review. Online
advertisements in the Revelstoke Mountaineer were also purchased for the
Annual General Meeting in April. Online social media ads were also purchased for
the same events. Revelstoke Bear Aware posted advertisements on the Stoke List
and the Revelstoke Community Facebook page to promote the program.
A Revelstoke Bear Aware logo continues to appear on the City garbage schedule
encouraging residents to secure their garbage during the months from April November. Reminders about garbage and fruit as an attractant are also sent out on
the new City of Revelstoke garbage app. The garbage truck also has Revelstoke Bear
Aware signage on the side of the truck reminding residents to keep their garbage
secure.
More ways we worked in the community
Gleaning Project
The Gleaning Project gathers surplus fruits from the community, helping to reduce bear
attractants. Residents with excess fruit can contact Revelstoke Bear Aware to arrange
volunteers to harvest the fruit. The volunteers receive some of the fruit and much of the
remaining fruit is donated to Community Connections Food Bank and Food Recovery
Program. Any edible excess fruit that Community Connections is unable to take gets
donated to the Monashee Craft Distillery. The project also invites all residents to donate
their extra harvested fruit, berries and vegetables directly to the Food Bank. Any rotten
fruit collected from the ground is donated to local farmers for pig food.
In 2020, the Fruit Share website (www.revelstokefruitshare.org) saw 350 visitors. This
website was created in an effort for residents to be able to connect with each other
outside of the coordinator lead Gleaning days to offer a larger base for people to be
able to manage and pick fruit on their own schedule. This website will also host people
who simply do not want to pick their own fruit, and offer it to others within the community
The Gleaning Project prioritizes those who are physically unable to pick their own fruit.
Revelstoke Bear Aware encourages those who can pick their own fruit but do not need
the fruit to take part in our other programs: The Fruit Share website, Cost Share Fruit
Tree Removal program or donate their fruit directly to the Revelstoke Community
Connections food bank.
The Gleaning Project coordinated a volunteer workforce, used our door-to-door
campaign and other advertising to seek out the properties that required gleaning and
provided equipment such as ladders and picking poles. The Gleaning Coordinator
managed the volunteers during harvest of the fruit. Revelstoke Bear Aware also
purchased gleaning lawn signage to inform residents of Revelstoke about the program.
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The Gleaning Project has been a very successful part of the Revelstoke Bear Aware
program in Revelstoke:
•
•
•
•
•

20 properties were gleaned by the project in 2020,
1970 lbs. of fruit were harvested,
450 lbs. went to the Food Bank,
the remainder of fruit went to the volunteers who harvested it, to the Monashee
Distillery and to local farmers for their livestock.
38 volunteers collectively donated 76 hours to the Gleaning project during the
season.

Bear in area signs
Bear in Area lawn signs were again deployed to areas where bear activity was reported.
Signs were deployed at 95 locations during the season for an average of 5 days each,
giving a total of 475 sign days in 2020. New bear in area signs were purchased this
year.
Sign placement is decided by reports from the Conservation Officer Service or residents
of Revelstoke to: 1) let people know where bears are active, and 2) remind people to
secure bear attractants in the immediate area of bear foraging. Feedback from school
students during presentations suggests that the signs continue to be an effective way to
do this.
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Door-to-door and garbage tagging
In 2020, a different approach was taken for the door-to-door and garbage tagging
campaigns. Door-to-door campaigns were launched throughout the entire year. As
in- person events were not possible, sanitized information and pamphlets were left at
door steps and mail slots throughout the community as we followed high bear activity
areas. Select houses in the Downtown, Southside, Farwell, and Columbia Park
neighbourhoods were canvassed as calls came into our hotline. In addition, one
door-to-door campaign was completed by the Conservation Officer Service. These
areas were chosen based on past data showcasing locations as “problem” areas in
Revelstoke. Residents received information about being bear aware and some
residents received cautions and tickets about complying with the new municipal
Wildlife Attractant and Garbage Bylaw. Houses where fruit trees were evident also
received information about the Gleaning Project and the necessity of harvesting fruit
as soon as it is ripe.
2020 also saw a change in the garbage tagging campaigns. A group of volunteers
assisted with monthly garbage tagging from June through to October. Volunteers
would go out two weeks in a row and put informational stickers on garbage cans put
out the night before. This program saw positive results with less garbage being put
out the night before as we came into the fall and most active bear season. This
program was supported by the BC COS and Revelstoke Bylaw.

Our Community Coordinator getting ready to provide door-to-door education during the COVID pandemic.
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Printed materials
Revelstoke Bear Aware was able to deliver its message through a variety of initiatives in
2020 including letters and pamphlets in the Welcome Wagon and at the information
centre, on notice boards, at B&Bs, new citizen’s groups, and local businesses.
Online materials
It was noticed in 2020 that our online resources were out of date and could use
improvement. After discussions with teachers in School District 19 and residents of
Revelstoke it was noted what resources would be most beneficial to provide the best
education and interactive learning atmosphere in the coming year. Video tutorials have
also started to be gathered. We’ve also begun to plan video tutorials.
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4. Summary of bear activity in 2020
Overview of the season
In 2020 there were 279 reports regarding bears made to the RAPP line and to
Revelstoke Bear Aware (Table 1). Seven black bears were killed throughout the season.
The first reported bear sighting in 2020 was on April 17 and the last reported bear
sighting was on December 17, 2021.
Anecdotally, local people reported a poor huckleberry crop at all elevations especially
later into the summer months, which likely contributed to bears being active in town.
Bears coming into town found garbage and fruit, and some lost their sense of
caution around humans:
• There were 9 reports of bears breaking into houses or causing damage.
• 4 reports of bears breaking into vehicles.
• 11 reports of aggression towards humans.
• 4 instances of bears walking into a business.
• 1 bear reported by the COS as the most habituated bear ever witnessed as it
was living under a mobile home eating the community garbage.
Revelstoke Bear Aware encourages the reporting of bears to the Report All Poachers
and Polluters (RAPP) Line and / or to Revelstoke Bear Aware so that each situation can
be monitored and the best solution provided for that bear or cub.
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Table 1. The number of reports concerning bears and bear mortality, between 2005 and 2020 in
Revelstoke and surrounding area.

Year

Total Bear Sightings Reported

Bear Mortality

2005

50

3

2006

147

11

2007

143

11

2008

162

13

2009

34

2

2010

212

6

2011

221

10

2012

125

2

2013

41

2

2014

305

10

2015

104

3

2016

642

24

2017

154

4

2018

181

5

2019

175

3

2020

260

7
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Bear attractants and waste management in 2020
Each report to the RAPP line or Revelstoke Bear Aware details if it was a ‘sighting only’
or if a bear attractant was involved; garbage, fruit tree, livestock, pet food, outdoor
freezers and fridges, compost, bird feeders, BBQ’s, beehives, vegetable gardens, or
spilled grain on the train tracks (Table 2).
Table 2. Bear attractants reported between 2011 and 2020 in Revelstoke and surrounding area.

Attractant Reported

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Garbage

28

10

69

29

225

53

56

55

101

Fruit & Nut Trees

1

5

57

6

104

22

29

27

45

Livestock/Chickens

1

0

4

4

4

2

7

2

2

Pet Food

0

2

3

1

0

0

0

0

0

Outdoor Freezers

1

0

3

1

2

2

1

0

2

Compost

3

0

2

1

1

2

3

4

5

Birdfeeders

0

1

2

0

0

3

1

0

3

BBQ

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

3

Beehives

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Vegetable Garden

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

Grain on Train Tracks

0

0

4

1

0

3

0

0

0

Other

0

1

5

1

0

1

1

0

1

72

22

143

57

306

66

83

87

98

Sighting Only

Garbage continues to be the greatest bear attractant in Revelstoke mostly due to
garbage being stored in wildlife accessible areas such as on or under porches and by
back doors. Many people do not have secure storage for their garbage and should keep
all waste foodstuffs frozen until collection day. However, there are still a significant
proportion of people leaving their garbage accessible to bears even though they have
garages or sheds that could be used to secure it and even though the City of
Revelstoke implemented a Wildlife Attractant and Garbage Bylaw. Continued
enforcement and door to door campaigns by the Bylaw Officer or Conservation Officer
will be required to enforce the Wildlife Attractant and Garbage Bylaw, which states that
garbage must be secured from wildlife. The City of Revelstoke’s online reporting system
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(See Click Fix: https://revelstoke.ca/332/See-Click-Fix) is helpful to monitor what is and
is not being done and where.
Revelstoke Bear Aware implemented a cost share program for bear resistant storage
bins. Bins purchased at Revelstoke Home Hardware receive a $300 discount per bin.
The goal is to provide safe garbage storage for residents who do not have a secure
place to keep their garbage.
Fruit trees and even nut trees caused concern again this year. The Gleaning Project
provided relief to pro-active residents who were not able to glean their own tree this
year. Revelstoke Bear Aware worked hard to ensure that all ripe fruit was harvested in a
timely manner.
There were instances of property damage and numerous reports of bears that appeared
habituated to humans and were unconcerned in the presence of, for example, honking
horns. Most instances of bears becoming aggressive or damaging property appeared to
be associated with bears having accessed garbage and fruit on a regular basis. There is
considerable concern that these sorts of conflicts may result in increased human-bear
conflict if garbage continues to be accessible to bears in the future. Over the last five
years we have witnessed an increase in aggressive behaviour.
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5. Future directions for reducing bear/human conflicts
Future of waste management
Revelstoke Bear Aware will continue to request improvements to Revelstoke’s waste
handling system. We think that a substantial gain in reduction in bear attractants will
occur simply by requiring all mobile home parks, campgrounds, new subdivisions, and
new developments to install a centralized bear resistant dumpsters. This was evidenced
by the reduction in human/bear conflict since the centralized dumpster in Johnson
Heights was installed. Once the Johnson Heights bin was removed a dramatic increase
in bear-human conflict occurred.
Rental housing, vacation rentals, and illegal suites are also in need of consideration
because these short-term tenants are often not familiar with local Bylaws, nor are they
be able to adhere to garbage schedules or the securing of garbage. Owners should be
held responsible for such management by purchasing a bear resistant storage bin and
advising their guests how to secure their garbage. There is routinely a problem during
the early winter months of new/short term renters leaving garbage out. Some bears are
active until the latter part of December and may not go into hibernation if food is readily
available. But garbage is poor quality food, and when these bears eventually do go into
hibernation, they may not have enough stored energy to survive the winter.
The City of Golden has implemented a bear resistant system by supplying bear
resistant bins to all residents. The City of Golden has had positive reviews of the
garbage system and has had 0 bears killed in 2017 and only 3 in 2018. These 3 bears
were a killed as a direct result to residents not latching the bins properly. Fernie has
implemented centralized bins in problem areas within City limits and has also found that
their human/bear conflicts have dropped dramatically per year as well. Banff has
installed centralized compost, garbage, and recycling solution.
The CSRD is building a composting station and the City of Revelstoke will be including
becoming a Bear Smart community in the official community plan. Revelstoke Bear
Aware is hopeful that the CSRD will create a bear resistant compost pickup solution for
businesses, and that the City of Revelstoke will layout a bear resistant compost pickup
solution for residences. A move toward centralized bins for organic food waste only
would be ideal. It is still unclear how this will unfold.
Conservation Officers for Revelstoke
The City of Revelstoke, has in the past, requested that the Province of British Columbia
station Conservation Officers permanently in this community. Revelstoke Bear Aware
supports this request, but recognizes that this would be only a partial solution to
reducing bear-human conflicts. Our residents and the City must do all they can to
ensure bears are not attracted to our community.
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6. Recommendations for 2021
In 2021 Revelstoke Bear Aware Society will continue to operate our program to educate
area residents, visitors, and businesses about appropriate behaviours to reduce humanbear conflicts. This will be accomplished by offering video tutorials, workshops,
presentations, and other educational opportunities in person or through various media.
We will work with other agencies and associations to expand the effectiveness of our
program. A change in 2021 will be the creation of more accessible and online resources.
Specific focus points for our 2021 program will be garbage management and fruit tree
management. This will include advancing community awareness of, and encouraging
skills to comply with, the City’s Garbage Collection and Wildlife Attractant Bylaw (No.
2178). We will continue to look for ways to help people take direct action to reduce their
bear attractants.
Garbage management
• Follow the progress of the Columbia Shuswap Regional District’s move to create
an organic waste disposal system in Revelstoke. Investigate what this organic
waste disposal program will mean for bear-resistant garbage disposal in town.
• Continue to promote communal garbage bins in trailer parks and new
developments.
• Continue to offer the bear resistant storage bin cost-share program as an option
for home owners.
• Implement a strategy to educate short-term renters.
• Implement a strategy to educate newcomers to town.
Fruit Tree Management
• Continue to operate the Gleaning Project, to ensure unused fruit is available to
our community and does not become a bear attractant. The Gleaning Project will
be available to those who are unable to pick their own fruit for two years per
household.
• Promote the online fruit share application so that gleaners and people with
excess fruit can connect independently of the Gleaning Project. The fruit share
website will be available to those who are able or unable to pick their own fruit
but would like to share with the community.
• Provide a fruit tree removal cost share program to encourage people who are not
managing their fruit trees to remove their trees.
• Continue to list unmanaged residential fruit trees, with the aim of assisting
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•
•
•
•

enforcement of the City’s Garbage Collection and Wildlife Attractant Bylaw (No.
2178).
Continue to identify unmanaged fruit trees on City property and lands managed
by other agencies, and request removal of these fruit trees.
Continue to offer our Bear Aware Affair which will include sessions about pruning
fruit trees and setting up electric fencing.
Continue to promote Park’s Canada’s bear awareness sessions.
Provide online video tutorials and resources for fruit tree pruning and
management.
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7. Year End Financial Statement for 2020
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